
Mechanical Parts Roller Guide Assembly Especially Suitable For Gerber Cutter
Parts 59137000

Quick detail:

Item Name: Guide Roller Assy For Gerber
Item No.: 59137000
Suitable for Cutter Brand: For Gerber GT7250/S7200
Unit: Piece
Item Type: Consumables
GT Product Catalog Models:GT7250 S7200
Weight(Kg): 0.15kg/pcs G.W: 1KG
Material: Steel
Size(mm): Standard
Quality: Same as original(can get sample try it)
MOQ: 1pieces
Package: By international standard paper carton

Delivery Time: within 24H after confirmed the order and received the payment
Shipment: Via Int'l Express Courier(Fedex,DHL.TNT)



Our below other products you may interest as well:

Grind stone, bristle block, knife, plotter pen and all consumable parts especially suitable for
Gerber, other cutter model of Lectra, Yin, Bullmer, Investronica, Kuris.

So, pls do not hesitate to contact us if any demands, we shall reply you within 24 hours!

Why choose us:

a. Reliable supplier. Fast delivery, save much time for delivery; Free technical
support, we have experienced engineer who work in this industry for more than 15
years.
b. Replacement sure: If any problem is found during using our parts, and technical
support can't solve, we will send the replacement to you soon.
c. Quality sure: Our products are 100% same as original, also we will develop some
parts to reduce the cost both for customer and our company.
d. Competitive price: We treasure the chance to do business with every customer, so
we quote our best price at the very beginning, hope to help you get more money.
e. Full range of spare parts: Most of parts for cutter, spreader and plotter we have in
our warehouse, just tell us the part number, we can check the price for you.



Our parts especially suitable for below machine model:

 ,INFINITY；INFINITY-II；INFINITY-AE2；AP100；AP100-PR；AP300,AP320；
AP700；GTXL；S5200/GT5250；S7200/GT7250；XLC7000；SY51；SY100；
SY101；XLS50……；

 Alys 20/30/60/120,MH8/MX/MX9,VT5000/7000……;PROCUT 800X/750X/500X,
 TURBOCUT S2501;HY-H1703/H1705/H1707,HY-H2005/H2007/H2305/H2307,

HY-H2011……;
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Over 16 years specialize in superior spare parts for CAD/CAMmachine. Plenty
stock can ensure delivery within 24 hours.
1, We also provide maintenance service of Mainboard/Control board, there will be only a few
charge if repair successfully,

If the board can't be repaired, we will offer 10%-30% discount for a new one board.
2, Provide superior replacement parts.
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